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not paying the registration fee by the end of this month will be

________ to have withdrawn from the program. (04/6)A)

contemplated B) deemed C) acknowledged D) anticipated2. Many

great scientists ____ their success to hard work.(03/12)A) portray B)

ascribe C) impart D) acknowledge3. Professor Hawking is ____ as

one of the worlds greatest living physicists. (02/6)A) dignified B)

clarified C) acknowledged D) illustrated4. Despite almost universal

________ of the vital importance of women’s literacy, education

remains a dream for far too many women in far too many countries

of the world.(01/6)A)identification B)compliment C) confession

D)acknowledgement5. The famous scientist _______his success to

hard work. (00/1)A) imparted B) granted C) ascribed D)

acknowledged 6. They are well _______ with each other since they

once studied in the same university.(98/6)A) identified B)

recognized C) acknowledged D) acquaintedAbsurd(4次)1. It seems

somewhat _______to expect anyone to drive 3 hours just for a

20-minute meeting. (05/12)A) unique B) impossible C) eccentric D)

absurd2. Even sensible men do ____ things sometimes. (02/6)A)

abrupt B) absurd C) acute D) apt3. It is ________ that women

should be paid less than men for doing the same kind of work.

(02/1)A) abrupt B) absurd C) adverse D) addictive4. There was once

an _______ idea that the earth was flat and motionless. (99/6)A)



absurd B) intrinsic C) eternal D) offensiveAcute(4次)1. Even

sensible men do ____ things sometimes. (02/6)A) abrupt B) absurd

C) acute D) apt2. A humans eyesight is not as ________ as that of an

eagle. (02/1)A) eccentric B) acute C) sensible D) sensitive3. For

many patients, institutional care is the most ______ and beneficial

form of care. (00/6)A) pertinent B) appropriate C) acute D)

persistent4. The poetry of Ezra Pound is sometimes difficult to

understand because it contains so many __________ references.

(97/1)A)obscure B) acute C) notable D) objectiveConfront(3次)1.

It is reported that thirty people were killed in a ____ on the railway

yesterday.(03/12)A) collision B) collaboration C) corrosion D)

confrontation2. All the students have to ______to the rules and

regulations of the school. (01/1)A) confirm B) confront C) confine

D) conform 3. The vast majority of people in any given culture will

_____ to the established standards of that culture. (98/1)A) confine

B) conform C) confront D) confirmCondense(2次)1. ________

efforts are needed in order to finish important but unpleasant tasks.

(05/1)A) Consecutive B) Condensed C) Perpetual D) Persistent2.

The mayor was asked to __________ his speech in order to allow his

audience to raise questions. (97/1)A) constrain B) conduct C)

condense D) converge 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直
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